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Abstract - Experiences using a Linux-based cluster for the reactor physics calculations are presented in this
paper. Special attention is paid to the MCNP code in this environment and to practical guidelines how to prepare
and use the parallel version of the code. Our results of a time comparison study are presented for two sets of
inputs. The results are promising and speedup faztor achieved on the Linux cluster agrees with previous tests on
other parallel systems. We also tested tools for parallelization of other programs used at our department.

1 Introduction
Motivation for establishing the cluster was a lack of computing power for our calculations. Use of
complex codes for reactor calculations is very time consuming. For example, simulation of the Triga
reactor core may take up to a few days on an HP 712/80 workstation to obtain a desired precision. In
the last few years our department put special effort into development of models and methods for
Monte Carlo transport calculations of neutrons, photons and electrons.
To solve this problem we had three options: either to buy an expensive computer with top performance
and top price, or wait for a new generation of processors (in approximately two years speed of
processors is doubled) or solve the problem in parallel (simultaneously) with a large number of less
expensive processors, which are on the market today. Parallelization of computing is especially
suitable for Monte Carlo computer codes.
After searching Internet resources we decided to build a Linux type of cluster.

2 Running Parallel Programs on the Linux Cluster

2.1 Preparing Hardware and Software for the Linux Clusters
Linux is a free operating system based on. the POSLX and UNIX standards. It supports a lot of
hardware and provides a stable, robust multi-user operating system with true multitasking, virtual
memory and support for fast TCP/IP networking. Linux also supports multiprocessing with Intel MlP
architecture. The first project to build a parallel Linux computer cluster started at CESDIS (Center of
Excellence in Space Data and Information Sciences) at NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) in the summer of 1994 for the Earth and Space Sciences Project at the Goddard Space
Flight Center. A cluster of 16 Intel 486 processor computer nodes was assembled. The project quickly
spread to institutes and universities around the world. Number of the installations continues to grow at
increasing rate.
To build our own Linux computer cluster, we had to set-up the cluster hardware first. We decided to
begin with the following hardware configuration:
* The first computer (master PC):

INTEL SE-44OBXNA motherboard with INTEL Pentium 11-450 Mhz processor, 384 MB RAM,
video card, 8.4 GB hard disk, CD-ROM and fast Ethemet card Digital DE500-BA 10/100
FastEther Work with Tulip chip-set.
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* The second, the third and the fourth computer:
INTEL SE440BXNA motherboard with INTEIL Pentium 11-350 Mhz processor, 128 MB RAM,
video card, 8.4 GB hard disk and fast Ethernet card Digital DE500-BA 10/100 FastEther Work
with Tulip chip-set.

* Network:
Fast Ethernet switch Cabletron ELS100-24TX SmartStack 10/100 24 port switch, Longshine hub

* Accesories:
UPS, monitor, keyboard, mouse and switch for keyboard, monitor and mouse.

Special attention was paid to the network equipment that allows very high transfer on fast (100-MB)
Ethernet.

After assembling the hardware we installed the following software on all nodes:
* RedHat Linux with egcs-g77 Fortran 77 compiler. MCNP program was tested with the both latest

distributions: RedHad 5.2 and 6.0, Linux kernel 2.0 and 2.2, egcs-g77-1.0.3a-14 and egcs-g77-
1.1.2-12 compiler.

* PVM 3.3.1 1-10 - PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) [1] is a software system that enables a dedicated
cluster or existing network of heterogeneous computers to be used as a parallel computer solving
one problem. PVM provides a message passing library and runtime configurable parallel
environment. The PVM library is an essential part of software for the parallel program
communication. User programs written in Fortran, C or C++ access PVM through library routines.
XPVM 3.3.1 1-10 - XPVM is a graphical console and monitor for PVM. It provides a graphical
interface to the PVM console commands and information, along with several animated views to
monitor execution of PVM programs. These views provide additional information about the
interactions among tasks in a parallel PVM program, to assist in debugging and performance
tuning.

* LAM 6.1-4 - LAM (Local Area Multicomputer) is a full implementation of the MPI (Message
Passing Interface), another parallel development system, from Ohio State University. It was used
for test purpose only.

* bWatch 1.0.2 -- bWatch is a shorthand for Beowulf Watch. It is a TcluTk script designed to monitor
performance of a beowulf class supercomputer. Its main task is to watch load and memory usage
on all nodes in a bcowulf cluster.

In December 1998 one of the first of such Linux clusters in Slovenia was put in operation at our
department.

2.2 Setting Up MCNP on the Linux Cluster

I'he MCNP transport code is mainly used for Monte Carlo transport calculations at our department.
The code was developed at LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory) [2]. In the MCNP4B version a
PVM network communication package is used for parallelization [4]. First tests of this parallel version
were done at LANL on IBM RS/6000 Cluster [5]. The speedup factor was up to 13.1 on 16 nodes.

Several steps are recommended for preparing MCNP.PVM for running on a Linux cluster. The
following method is used in our case:

2.2.1 Installing Operating System

The necessary packages in the RedHad Linux are: rsh, egcs g77 and c and NFS (Network File System)
server and client. After setting accounts, permissions and .rhosts file rsh can be tested, for example,
with command: rsh "name of the remote host" hostname. Rsh is necessary for the PVM operation.
It should be noted that, because of the use of NFS service and remote shell, the cluster is security
vulnerable. To avoid attack on the system we recommend to:
* Disable unused services.
* Disable rshell for the root user.
* Allow remote access only from trusted hosts.
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* Allow mounting disk only from trusted hosts.
* Check system log files regularly.
* Use secure shell.

2.2.2 Installing the PVM Message-Passing Library
We use pvm-3.3.1 1-10 with examples and xpvm source file. After setting environment variables to the
path where the PVM installation and deamon resides (PVMROOT, PVMDAPTH), we can compile
the daemon executable (pvmd3), C library (libpvm3.a), Fortran library (libfpvm3.a) and console client
program (pvm). For successful compilation all Linux patches must be applied. We start PVM with
running $PVM_ROOT/lib/pvm script, which starts pvmd. For starting deamon on more hosts we use
"add nameoftheremotehost" command or prepare hostfile and start pvm with command: pvm
hostfile. If a system error occurs when the "add" command is used we recommend to kill the pvmd
deamon and clean /tmp/pvm* files on all hosts. PVM installation can be tested with programs fmasterl
and fslavel.

2.2.3 Installing the MCNP.PVM program
We use MCNP version 4b obtained from Los Alamos National Laboratory. We use the install.fix file
with additional corrections for 4b2 version. In this version PC Linux is supported. For compilation and
PVM version generation we use more suitable package with standard Unix make file, obtained from
Alexandr Malusek (malusekgujf.cas.cz), instead of the default install script. After compilation,
MCNP.PVM must be installed on all hosts in cluster or accessed from all hosts in cluster with NFS
file system. The program is run with a command: mcnp.pvm n="input file name" "name of xsdir file"
tasks "number of tasks". Number of tasks determines the desired number of subtasks, which are
spawned on the cluster. The program can be tested with standard test inputs. Corrected new
RUNPROBMT file must be used. In the version 4b inpl8 is the only standard test input, which can not
be tested, in the parallel mode [3].

3 Results

3.1 MCNI'

The MCNP code was tested on our 4-node Linux cluster. Tests were done when no other processor-
intensive processes were running. With increased number of particles used in a calculation, we
increased CPU time for each case and by that relatively reduced initialisation time for each job.
Elapsed - wall clock time was measured and compared.
The first test set input descriptions are as follows:
* INP20 is a standard MCNPT test input (fixed source).
* B800 is an example of dosimetry calculation (fixed source).
* BAPL is a standard benchmark input used for criticality study (criticality source).
* TRIGA is a detailed model of our TRIGA reactor (criticality source).
Results are presented in the following table:

Test Input
INP201 B800 | BAPL |TRIGA

No. of CPU S eeduC Factor
2 1.3 1 1.1 1.1
3 1.9 I .9 I .5 1.5

__ _4__ 3.7 3 2.7

Table I. The speed comparison for the first test set.
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All times are compared to the MCNP run on the master (faster) node. Speedup factor is better for fixed
source inputs, because there is no need for waiting and collecting results in each cycle.
For our test cases we noticed that PRDMP DMMP number (determines frequency of processor
rendezvous) has no effect on the calculation time. We think that this is because of fast communication
and low number of tasks.
In MCNP, master task reads input and spawns subtasks on the master and slave nodes. Two processes
run on the master node - the master and one spawned slave process. Each of them uses 50% of CPU
time. We noticed that the master task on the master node waits too long for spawning job on the
master node. Unfortunately, priority balancing of tasks on the master node is not possible within the
program. There are several ways to overcome this limitation. One is to have two-processor master
node, another is to control balancing externally. Best calculation time was achieved by running the
master program with higher nice (UNIX system command) value. Example of the command line: nice
-n +19 mcnp.pvm n=b800.inp xsdir xsdir tasks 4. Speed-up of up to 25% of elapsed time was
achieved. On our dedicated system, a negative TASKS value also gives better (up to 25%) speedup
factor then a positive value. Execution time for MICNP.PVM under RedHat 6.0 is about 7% slower
than in the version 5.2.

In the second test set, an MCNP timing study for dosimetry application, similar to the study described
in [6], was done. We tested the speeds of MCNP and MCNP.PVM, for neutron (n) and photon-
electron (pe) transport in the dependence of the nLimber of scoring voxels (in a lattice). In case a) the
lattice geometry was defined explicitly (geometry for each voxel was defined) and in case b) implicitly
(geometry voxels were filled automatically).

No.o Speed
Voxels [_ articles in thousands/minute]

neutron transport photon-electron transport

__= __a) PVM = PVM a PVM -__ PVM
1 170 423 __ 117 30:5 8.8 20 2.4 6.2
8 148 363 107 289) 8.5 18 2.4 6.1

125 133 335 95 257 8.3 18 2.4 5.7
1000 103 228 76 209 7.5 18 2.4 5.8
8000 72 187 55 _ 15.5 8.3 17 2.3 5.3

125000 37__ 78 30 91 7.3 14 1.9 4.1

Table 2. The speed comparison for the second test set.
The lattice geometry is defined a) explicitly, b) implicitly.
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Figure 1. The speed comparison for the second test set.
The lattice geometry is defined a) explicitly, b) implicitly.
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MCNP runs without PVM were done on the master (faster) node. The speedup factor for the second
timing test set was fTom 2 to 3.

3.2 The Trackmatch Program
A pattern recognition program, Trackmatch, which is used for tracking charged particle trajectories
through a stack of etch detectors, was developed at our department.
The conversion to the parallel version turned out to be rather simple. Due to the nature of the problem,
where each etched track is treated independently from the others, the problem proved to be very well
suited for the parallelization. Time needed for the data transfer is negligible in comparison to the
calculation time. Tasks are assigned by a master process to the slave processes on the basis of
availability: as soon as any of the processors is available, the next subproblem is assigned to it. This
allows a heterogeneous mix of different speed processors to be used for this application. A single low
speed processor can, therefore, not present a bottleneck in the processing pipeline because tasks are
assigned to it less frequently and only the mnaster process needs the result from it. In the benchmarking
experiments up to 6 processors were used for problem solving and the speed gain was actually 6:1.

4 Conclusion
By combining several inexpensive processors, calculation times for our calculations were decreased
with minimum investment and possibility of scalability. Building a cluster and preparing the MCNP
program in this environment can be successful following the recommended steps described in this
article. A speedup factor from 2 to 3.7 was achieved on the 4-node Linux cluster for the MCNP
program, which agrees with previous tests on other parallel systems (IBM RS6000 cluster, CRAY
T3D). An important characteristic of such clusters is that changes like processor type and speed,
network technology, relative costs of components, do not change the programming model. We can
expect more forward compatibility then we have experienced in the past.
In the future, our main goal is to implement our CORD2 package to run on the Linux cluster. For these
purpose we have tested GNU Que - load-balancing/distributed batch processing system. GNU Queue
can take load-averages, CPU. power differences, and other factors into account when deciding on
which host to send a particular job. With such queuing system a lot of relatively small jobs (for each
fuel element, for each bum-up step) will be distributed across the cluster and total computing time for
calculation is expected to be considerably lower.
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